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Both the heritage and traditions of Kentucky, coupled with international flair,  
 take hold in a new interior design firm. 

Treitz & Whayne Interior Design launches their new firm in Louisville Kentucky, serving clients beyond their base.  

To hear partners Harriet Cochran Treitz and Suzanne Wallace Whayne tell it,  “Our interior design studio holds in its  
essence a great history of family traditions, travels of the world, and the professional design eye that our clients seek.”  
Both Harriet and Suzanne were raised in the heart of Louisville Kentucky, but have branched out beyond their familial 
homesteads through the years of travel, philanthropy and interior design concepts. Each of the partners were natural 
born artists in their own right, cultivating their talents to form Treitz & Whayne Interior Design.  

Based in Louisville Kentucky, the dynamic team of Treitz & Whayne will surely deliver a new life in their works.  By 
mastering their craft, each has a unique take on how a design project can go from stressful to a client, into something 
creative and lively. The culmination of years of projects have created portfolios that reach every genre of interior de-
sign. From modern through mid-century, thru  classic or traditional, their vision reaches the expectations of the client’s 
needs and lifestyle.  

Originally the partnership began as friends donating their time to numerous charity boards and philanthropic endeavors. 
Giving back was a thread that brought the kindred and talented professionals together. Coupled with their love for  
design and the arts, the friends traveled together on shopping excursions to international locations, and design market 
showcases.  

 Harriet Cochran Treitz boasts an impressive design background including over 22 years with the esteemed Bittner’s 
firm, and afterwards, helping for nearly a decade build the Lee W. Robinson Company. Her family roots are steeped in 
the trade as her Mother was a louisville design figure as well as her father who was an architect and real estate  
developer.  

 Stemming from an arts background, Suzanne Wallace Whayne has worldly experience from New York City to coastal 
California, LA and the south to name a few. Her design concepts range from the modern penthouse looks for a big city, 
a family feel in a country setting, or west coast living alive. By bringing the history and the personality of the setting to 

life in the interior concepts. Her portfolio has a broad beautiful range that speaks the to the client, and respects the 
space at hand.  

 
Harriet Cochran Treitz and Suzanne Wallace Whayne can be reached at their studio:   

2424 Frankfort Avenue Louisville KY 40206           ph: (502) 709-4656             http://www.tandwinteriors.com          
Twitter: @Treitz&Whayne             Facebook: Treitz & Whayne Interior Design  

   For Information Contact:
Cyndy Tandy  

502.777.2526

cyndytandy@mac.com
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